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ABSTRACT

We used the Vimos VLT Deep Survey in combination with other spectroscopic, photometric, and X-ray surveys from the literature to detect
several galaxy structures in the Chandra Deep Field South (CDFS). Both a friend-of-friend-based algorithm applied to the spectroscopic redshift
catalog and an adaptative kernel galaxy density and color maps correlated with photometric redshift estimates were used.
We mainly detected a chain-like structure at z = 0.66 and two massive groups at z = 0.735 and 1.098 showing signs of ongoing collapse. We
also detected two galaxy walls at z = 0.66 and at z = 0.735 (extremely compact in redshift space). The first one contains the chain-like structure
and the last one contains one of the two massive groups in its center. Finally, other galaxy structures that are probably loose low mass groups
were detected.
We compared the group galaxy population with simulations in order to assess the richness of these structures and studied their galaxy mor-
phological contents. The higher redshift structures appear to probably have lower velocity dispersion than the nearby ones. The number of
moderately massive structures we detected is consistent with what is expected for an LCDM model, but a larger sample is required to put
significant cosmological constraints.

Key words. galaxies: clusters: general – cosmology: large-scale structure of Universe

1. Introduction

Modern galaxy surveys usually map the large-scale structure
of the Universe over large contiguous regions at low redshifts
(e.g. Folkes et al. 1999 for the 2dF survey or Castander 1998
for the SDSS) or more sparsely up to z ∼ 1. These surveys use,
for example, clusters of galaxies (e.g. Romer et al. 2001) or
larger scale filaments and walls (e.g. Davé et al. 1997) to con-
strain cosmological models. However, it is very rare to be able
to combine multi-wavelength data over relatively large contigu-
ous regions in order to search homogeneously for structures up

to z ∼ 1 (see e.g. Gerke et al. 2005). Similarly, spectroscopic
samples are usually very incomplete, thereby inducing several
detection biases.

In this framework, the CDFS area has become an inten-
sively surveyed area in several wavelengths these past years:
from X-rays (e.g. Giacconi et al. 2002) to optical and near in-
frared (e.g. Moy et al. 2003; Arnouts et al. 2001), both in imag-
ing and spectroscopic modes (e.g. Gilli et al. 2003; Le Fèvre
et al. 2004). Recently, a very large catalog of 1599 spectra was
released by the VVDS team (Le Fèvre et al. 2004). These new
redshifts were measured in an area of 21′ × 21.6′ and include
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Table 1. Number of galaxies in cluster and in the field (along the cluster line of sight) down to I∗AB + 2 for z = 0.5 and down to I∗AB for z = 1 for
a Coma-like cluster and for several areas. We used I∗AB ∼ 20.2 at z = 0.5 and I∗AB ∼ 22.7 at z = 1.

Considered angular size 0.8′ × 0.8′ 2′ × 2′ 6′ × 6′ 9.5′ × 9.5′

Corresponding physical size at z = 0.5 290 kpc× 290 kpc 730 kpc× 730 kpc 2200 kpc× 2200 kpc 3480 kpc× 3480 kpc

Cluster/field ratio at z = 0.5 11/5 36/32 108/288 127/720

Considered angular size 0.7′ × 0.7′ 1.7′ × 1.7′ 5′ × 5′ 7.5′ × 7.5′

Corresponding physical size at z = 1 340 kpc× 340 kpc 820 kpc× 820 kpc 2400 kpc× 2400 kpc 3600 kpc× 3600 kpc

Cluster/field ratio at z = 1 11/5 36/32 108/275 127/618

a total of 1452 galaxies, 139 stars, and 8 QSOs. The redshift
distribution is peaked at a median redshift of 0.73 and includes
measurement down to IAB = 24. A combination of these data
now makes galaxy structure identifications possible in this field
with a five times larger spectroscopic data sample than the one
used, for example, in Gilli et al. (2003). In a companion paper
(Scaramella et al. 2006), a very large scale and diffuse galaxy
structure will be presented, while we concentrate on compact
structures (groups, clusters, and compact walls) in this paper.

Detecting groups or clusters is not, however, an easy task,
essentially because these are not well-defined objects but in-
stead assemblies of objects (e.g. Gerke et al. 2005). Even if they
can best be defined as “potential wells”, which are responsible
for lensing effect and X-ray emission of the hot gas, the use
of these techniques requires complementary photometric and
spectroscopic observations of the candidate member galaxies,
especially for distant systems, in order to measure their redshift
and colors.

Historically (e.g. Abell 1989 and references therein), clus-
ters or groups appear as excess in the galaxy density field, but
the use of the “number density excess” with respect to the back-
ground as a method of detection becomes rapidly inefficient as
soon as more distant systems are searched. Indeed, the con-
trast is decreasing as long as the apparent limiting magnitude is
increasing. This difficulty is still present when using the third
dimension (in terms of redshift), since even if virialized struc-
tures extend on more or less six times their velocity dispersion
in redshift space, any survey probes less and less cluster mem-
ber galaxies in apparent magnitude-limited surveys.

We present our results based on public spectroscopic red-
shifts, Combo17 photometric data (e.g. Wolf et al. 2004) and
X-ray source catalogs (Giacconi et al. 2002). In this paper, we
combine these data with our own spectroscopic observations of
the CDFS field (Le Fèvre et al. 2004), available at the CENCOS
database (http://cencosw.oamp.fr/FR/index.fr.html).
The methods developed in this paper will be used to search and
study clusters in larger samples, such as the complete Virmos
VLT Deep Survey (VVDS hereafter).

Section 2 presents the detection methods and the samples
we used, while Sect. 3 presents the structure analysis meth-
ods. Section 4 reviews the galaxy structures we detected. The
final discussion of our results is in Sect. 5. All quantities
were calculated assuming a standard flat LCDM model with
H0 = 65 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7.

2. Detection methods and structure galaxy sample

2.1. Aims and strategy

We present here several key numbers. A galaxy structure ap-
pears on the sky (counted in 2D) as an excess in the galaxy
density field. For a given limiting magnitude, this contrast de-
creases with redshift. Table 1 shows, for example, this contrast
for a Coma-like cluster put at z = 0.5 and 1 for several limiting
apparent magnitudes (assuming no evolution).

However, assuming that the red sequence (corresponding to
early type objects) is present, at least in the rich structures, its
detection in photometric bands matching the expected redshift,
either using color magnitude relation or color density maps (as
described below), is a potentially adequate method.

In contrary to photometric catalogs that provide almost
uniform coverage of broad regions of the sky, uniform spectro-
scopic coverage (especially of dense areas as groups or clus-
ters), even with the most efficient instrumentation, needs con-
siderable effort to ensure a sufficient sampling both in terms
of space and magnitude range. Consequently, the characteris-
tics of the detected structures clearly suffer from the bias in-
duced by observational procedures. The VVDS aims to over-
come these difficulties by using an optimal strategy in terms
of spatial coverage and redshift sampling (e.g. Le Fèvre et al.
2004). The resulting effects on the detection of structures have
already been discussed in Rizzo et al. (2004).

2.2. The spectroscopic sample

In order to search for compact structures inside the Chandra
Deep Field South, we used all the available redshifts in the lit-
erature on this region.

Starting from a VVDS catalog of 1460 redshifts with
quality flags greater than 1 (i.e. greater than 75% confidence
level, see Le Fèvre et al. 2004) and using an identification
distance of 1′′, we added 129 additionnal redshifts from the
ESO-GOODS sample using spectra with quality strictly greater
than 0.5, 222 redshifts from Szokoly et al. (2004) measured
on spectra with qualities equal to A and B, and 7 redshifts
from the 2dF survey. In total, therefore we are using a cata-
log of 1818 redshifts. This represents about 25% of all galaxies
in the CDFS field of view down to I = 24. As demonstrated
in Scaramella et al. (2006), these catalogs are in very good
agreement regarding redshift estimates, so merging them is not
a concern.
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Fig. 1. Galaxy redshift sampling rate for I magnitudes between 17
and 24 in the CDFS. Completeness is given in percentage on the ver-
tical axis.

As a first step, we limited this catalog to redshift greater
than 0.16, as it was very unlikely we would detect interesting
large scale features at lower redshift, due to our small angular
extent (∼18′×19′). Moreover, there is an Abell cluster (A3141)
at z ∼ 0.11 only at 69′ from the CDFS field center, and the in-
falling field galaxies onto this cluster are probably significantly
populating the CDFS area. The final catalog contains 1591 red-
shifts greater than 0.16. The result of such a building process
is that the sampling rate of the galaxy redshift catalog is quite
inhomogeneous across the field of view (Fig. 1), because all the
surveys we used are not covering the same area and have dif-
ferent sampling rates. VVDS data are quite homogeneous over
a large field while other surveys are uniform only over smaller
areas. However, while searching for distant structures, the more
galaxy redshifts we have, the more efficient their detection.

As discussed above, even using redshifts, detection of dis-
tant structures, for which m∗ is close to the survey limiting
magnitude, is not easy. Disentangling structure members from
field galaxies and estimating the velocity dispersion requires
uncertainties on velocities to be estimated well. Here we took
advantage of having galaxies measured at least twice to have
such a realistic estimate. Using the 187 galaxies observed two
times with a 75% confidence redshift estimate from both ob-
servations, it turns out that we have a dispersion close to 0.002,
strongly dependent neither on magnitude nor redshift up to z ∼
1.2. We adopted this value as the spectroscopic redshift uncer-
tainty for all galaxies. Uncertainties listed in Tables 4 and 5
take this value into account.

We note that the K20 data (e.g. Cimatti et al. 2002) were
not public at the time of completing the present work. We plan,
however, to use these data to search for very distant structures
in the CDFS in a future article.

2.3. The photometric samples

We used the Combo-17 magnitude catalog (e.g. Wolf et al.
2004), which provides 17 photometric bands. We limited
ourselves to I = 24, which is the spectroscopic magni-
tude limit. Using the Combo-17 photometry, photometric

Fig. 2. Histogram of the difference between spectroscopic and pho-
tometric redshifts in the CDFS using Combo17 magnitudes down
to I = 24.

redshifts were calculated and compared to spectroscopic red-
shifts using the code “LePhare” (http://www.lam.oamp.fr/
arnouts/LE_PHARE.html). When limiting the samples to
zspec = 1.2, it turns out (see Fig. 2) that in about 75% of cases,
the difference is less than 0.15. Moreover, we used all spec-
troscopic spectra with a confidence level greater than 75%.
This means that we are not exempt from spectroscopic errors in
redshift estimates, artificially increasing this difference of less
than 0.15.

Using the spectroscopic sample and the Combo17 magni-
tudes, we were also able to compute a “photometric” type (see
Sect. 3.3.2). Both photometric redshift and photometric type
estimates are distinct from the ones performed by the Combo17
team, as will be described in a future paper.

As the spatial coverage of photometric data was uniform,
we took advantage of the good quality of photometric red-
shifts to complement our spectroscopic analysis by performing
density and color maps within photometric redshift slices (see
next section). Structures detected with several methods (spec-
troscopic AND photometric) have a better chance of being real.
However, due to the uncertainties of photometric redshifts, real
structures will be both broadened and contaminated by adja-
cent photometric redshift slices. Advantages (sharpness) and
disadvantages (sparse sampling) of spectroscopic redshifts ver-
sus advantages (good sampling) and disadvantages (broaden-
ing) of photometric redshifts are illustrated in Fig. 3, where the
3D distribution of galaxies is plotted using spectroscopic and
photometric redshifts. In both cases, the main large scale struc-
tures are visible (see subsequent discussions).

2.4. The spectroscopic structure detection method

The method we used to detect stuctures is a friend-of-friend-
based algorithm described in Adami & Mazure (2002) and
Rizzo et al. (2004). This algorithm first makes a classical
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Fig. 3. Upper figure: 3D view of the spectroscopic catalog distribution.
Lower figure: 3D view of the photometric redshift catalog distribution.
The thin z = 0.73 wall is visible in the upper figure and merged with
the z = 0.66 large structure in the lower figure.

count-in-cells of the galaxies in the redshift catalog, using a
tunable window size on the sky and in the redshift space. The
cell size projected on the sky is chosen according to the type
of structures ought (for clusters of galaxies, this corresponds to
the characteristic size of such structures at a given redshift: we
adopted a value of 1 Mpc). The size in redshift space is also
characteristic of the structures, but can also be infered from
the redshift difference between the closest galaxy pairs in the
sample (see Fig. 4). The peak of galaxies below a given red-
shift separation gives a statistical definition of the typical size
of structures. For the present case, we used 0.0026, the value
after which the distribution in Fig. 4 becomes more or less con-
stant. We note that this value is probably affected by the non-
homogeneous redshift sampling rate across the field of view.
If the number of galaxies in a given cell is large enough, this
cell is kept as significantly populated. Then, a percolation al-
gorithm associates individual adjacent cells in larger structures.
We chose parameters adapted to the detection of compact struc-
tures, similar to the ones given in Rizzo et al. (2004). The max-
imum redshift extension of a structure was fixed to ∆z = 0.02.
Elementary structures were merged when closer than 2 Mpc.
The minimum number of galaxies per elementary structure
was set to 4, and the minimum number of galaxies per per-
colated structure (final structure) was set to 5. The size of the

Fig. 4. Gap redshift histogram in the CDFS spectroscopic survey.

individual cells, where elementary structures were searched,
was fixed to 2 Mpc, which was converted to the correspond-
ing angular size as a function of redshift; the search was done
in different redshift slices: [0.16, 0.31], [0.31, 0.40], then be-
tween z = 0.40 and z = 1.70 in slices of width ∆z = 0.10.
We also checked separations between each slice, for example
detecting in this way S15 (z = 1.098).

The physical parameter that will limit the completeness of
the structure catalog is the completeness of the redshift catalog.
For a constant galaxy sampling in terms of redshift measures,
we will detect the richest structures more easily because these
will be sampled with more redshifts. The velocity dispersion is
not by itself, however, a limiting parameter, besides the fact
that poor structures have generally low velocity dispersions.
We fixed the minimal number of galaxies with a redshift inside
a structure to 5; i.e. structures with 4 galaxies or less are auto-
matically excluded because considered as spurious detections.

We do not attempt to estimate the structure detection rate
precisely in this paper because of the complex galaxy redshift
catalog sampling rate. However, following Rizzo et al. (2004),
the structure detection rate should be lower than 70% at z = 0.3,
lower than 50% at z = 0.6 and about 10% for z greater than 1.
We notice, as well, that nearly all structures detected with this
method are probably real with only about 10% expected to be
spurious (Rizzo et al. 2004), independent of the structure’s ap-
parent richness.

We note that a by-product of this structure detection proce-
dure is a field galaxy redshift catalog, i.e. the catalog of galax-
ies not included in any compact structures.

2.5. The photometric structure detection method

While the previous method allows disantangling close struc-
tures along the line of sight thanks to the precision of the spec-
troscopic redshifts, this method is limited by the completeness
level of the spectroscopic sample. Low sampling regions will
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not, therefore, provide a good structure detection rate. In or-
der to solve this problem, we used a second method based on
photometric redshift estimate, and adaptative kernel color and
galaxy density maps.

Adaptative kernel galaxy density maps are a common way
to detect and study nearby galaxy structures (e.g. Adami et al.
1998a). We estimated a significance level for these maps using
a bootstrap technique (e.g. Biviano et al. 1996) with 1000 re-
samplings. This method is very efficient, as long as the de-
tectable cluster galaxy population is dominating the detectable
field galaxy population. When trying to detect distant struc-
tures, however, the cluster/field galaxy ratio becomes very low
and structures become virtually undetectable. In order to in-
crease this ratio, we used the photometric redshift estimates.
We proceeded in two steps:

– First, we divided the galaxy catalog into slices of ±0.1. Such
a width is similar to the depth of nearby galaxy catalogs used
to search for nearby structures (e.g. Adami et al. 1998a) and
is larger than the mean photometric redshift uncertainty for
individual galaxies.

– Second, we used the classical adaptative kernel galaxy den-
sity map method to eyeball the galaxy overdensities in the
given redshift bin.

This method was applied to a complete photometric redshift
catalog, so we were not affected by an inhomogeneous sam-
pling rate. However, our photometric redshift estimate is less
precise than the spectroscopic estimate (even if one of the most
precise ever computed: see Fig. 2), and this, therefore, induces
a smoothing of the redshift distribution and reduces the ability
to disentangle close structures along the line of sight. We show
in Fig. 3 the distribution along the CDFS line of sight of the
spectroscopic and photometric redshifts to illustrate this prob-
lem. Similar structures are visible in both catalogs, but photo-
metric redshift distribution is less precise. The z = 0.66 and
z = 0.735 walls are, for example, almost merged in a single
structure using photometric redshifts only, while we create fake
concentrations around z = 0.87.

2.6. Color spatial distribution

As discussed above, rich clusters are generally characterized by
an excess of red objects even to z ∼ 1. The colors of elliptical
galaxies are given in Table 2 for several redshifts (magnitude
bands are chosen to encompass the 4000 Å break given the red-
shift). As a generalization of the previous method, we also used
the mean color maps in the ±0.1 photometric redshift slices us-
ing the color corresponding to the mean redshift. Computing
with the adaptative kernel method allows us to immediately lo-
cate the early type galaxy concentrations in the redshift slices,
assuming that red objects are preferentially early type objects,
and to compare with simple galaxy overdensities. It also allows
us to compare candidate structure locations with the location of
the structures detected with the spectroscopic method.

Table 2. Elliptical galaxy colors for several redshifts. Magnitude
bands are chosen to emcompass the 4000 Å break given the redshift.

B − V V − R R − I

z = 0.2 1.15

z = 0.4 2.20 1.25

z = 0.6 1.16 1.31

z = 0.8 1.77

z = 1.0 1.81

z = 1.2 1.78

3. Structure analysis methods

3.1. Galaxy velocity dispersion and spatial extension
of the detected structures

For each of the detected structures, we computed the mean red-
shift, the cosmological velocity dispersion (with Biweight es-
timators from Beers et al. 1990), and the uncertainty on this
value (using ROSTAT package with 1000 bootstraps, Beers
et al. 1990). This uncertainty is a 1-σ error. We also computed
the spatial extension (as the maximum of the alpha and delta
distribution second momentum) and the mean coordinates. All
these values are given in Tables 4 and 5. We note that even us-
ing robust estimators, we gave confidence to the velocity dis-
persion estimate only when using more than 10 redshifts (e.g.
Lax 1985).

3.2. Red sequences in Color Magnitude Relations
(CMR)

Since the works of Baum (1959) and Sandage (1972) that
shows a correlation between galaxy type, magnitude, and color
for early type galaxies in clusters, the CMR is commonly used
to characterize the cluster galaxy populations. Relatively old
and virialized clusters have an old elliptical population and,
therefore, exhibit a red sequence in the CMR, at least at low
and moderate redshifts.

We apply the same test here with different magnitudes. Low
redshift structures will be studied using the B and V magni-
tudes (Wolf et al. 2004), intermediate redshift structures with
the V and R magnitudes, and high redshift structures with the R
and I magnitudes. These filter-pairs are chosen in order to en-
compass the 4000 Å break according to the structure redshift.
We used the Combo17 magnitudes because this is the only ho-
mogeneous and unbiased photometric sample from B to I in
our whole field of view. Examples of expected values are given
in Table 2.

We note that a large part of the structure sample does
not have a very early galaxy content. This makes it impossi-
ble to properly define a red sequence and, therefore, to com-
pute a slope and a compactness homogeneously for the whole
sample. However, a possible test is to compare the structure
galaxy distribution, using a 2D Kolmogorov Smirnov test, in
the magnitude/color diagram with the field galaxy distribution
in the same space. This test will give the percentage of rep-
resentativity of the structure galaxy distribution compared to
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the field galaxy distribution. The higher the percentage, the
more are different the two distributions (value KS1 in Tables 4
and 5). We note that this test can be affected by inhomegeneous
galaxy sampling, inducing observational statistical differences
between the whole and the structure population.

3.3. Structure galaxy content

The galaxy content of the structures we detected is very im-
portant to estimate, because it allows us to understand how the
galaxy structures are evolving with redshift, mass and environ-
ment and how old these are. The key question here is to esti-
mate the galaxy type. We have used three independent methods
detailed in the following.

3.3.1. Spectral characteristics

First, we used the presence of emission or absorption lines in
galaxy spectra, given that pure emission line galaxies are pref-
erentially late type galaxies and that pure absorption line galax-
ies are preferentially early type galaxies (see e.g. Biviano et al.
2002).

Using the VVDS spectra only (most of our sample), we
were, therefore, able to distinguish between galaxies with emis-
sion lines, absorption lines, or both (between z = 0.2 and z =
1.15: the redshift range where we detected structures with
VVDS data only). Then, we computed the percentage of pure
emission and absorption line galaxies in our catalog of struc-
tures. We kept only structures with more than 5 spectra and at
least half of the structure population with a spectrum, as we
have only access to the VVDS spectra.

However, the detectability of a given emission or absorp-
tion line is a complex interplay of several factors. Most of the
time, we are not able to follow a spectral line from z = 0.2 to
z = 1.15 (due to our limited spectral range: ∼[5500A; 9400A]).
For distant (and faint) galaxies, emission lines are also usually
easier to detect than absorption lines. A simple representation
of the variation with redshift of the percentage of emission
and absorption lines would, therefore, be biased. For exam-
ple, for z ≥ 0.9 galaxies, the only major visible emission line
is [OII], which will artificially lower the number of emission
line-detected galaxies. In order to remove these effects, we also
computed the percentage of pure emission and absorption line
galaxies in our catalog of field galaxies as a function of redshift.
This allowed us to compare the structure galaxy content with
the field galaxy content, in order to determine if, for a given
redshift, a structure galaxy content is morphologically earlier
than the field population.

3.3.2. Photometric type

Second, we used rest-frame colors computed using Combo17
magnitudes (Wolf et al. 2004 and see Ilbert et al. 2005). These
colors computed in the AB system using B and I rest-frame
magnitudes are related to galaxy types according to Wolf et al.
(2004). We divided these types into 2 bins: Elliptical + early

spirals and late spirals + Irregulars. We used only structures
with more than 5 galaxies with an estimated morphology.

3.3.3. Morphological type

Third, we used the classification by Lauger et al. (2005) for
galaxies in the ESO/GOODS CDFS area (Giavalisco et al.
2004). This method is based on asymmetry and concentration
and on a visual inspection of the galaxies from HST data in
several bands (rest-framed in the B band). We only review the
salient points of this method here:

– the classification was made using the F435W, F606W,
F775W, and F850LP HST filters in the B rest-frame
passband;

– the method is based on the Asymmetry (A) and light con-
centration (C) estimate (e.g. Bershady et al. 2000) calibrated
in the (A,C) parameter space by eye-balled morphological
types (using the same HST ACS data);

– the basic method is only able to discriminate between bulge-
dominated (assumed to be early type) and disk-dominated
(assumed to be late type) objects. We adopted the same dis-
crimination as in Lauger et al. (2005) and Ilbert et al. (2005)
(see also Fig. 5).

We finally used a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 2D test to compute
the probability of the A/C distributions of structure galaxies
in Fig. 5 to be different from the field galaxy distribution in
structures with more than 5 estimated morphological types (see
KS2 values in Tables 4 and 5).

3.4. Richness estimate

When detecting a structure with the spectroscopic method, we
produce a catalog of the galaxies which are within the structure.
However, it is not trivial to discriminate between galaxies really
belonging to this structure and just passing-through galaxies (at
the same structure redshift but not physically bounded with the
structure potential). This would require larger samples of red-
shifts on the order of 50 redshifts per structure: e.g. Mazure
et al. (1996). This is impossible with our data due to the high
redshift of the detected structures combined with the magnitude
limit, the relatively low sampling rate, and the low-richness na-
ture of the detected structures.

A possible problem results if non-member galaxies are in-
cluded in the structures. This can artificially increase the struc-
ture richness if estimated with the number of included galax-
ies or with the velocity dispersion (passing through galaxies
should have high relative velocities, increasing the velocity dis-
persion estimate). We, therefore, had to find a way to compare
the structure class (for a given redshift) estimated via the num-
ber of galaxies included or estimated via the velocity disper-
sion. The number of spectroscopically measured galaxies in a
given structure depends on:

– the number of available targets down to the survey limiting
magnitude (interplay between the structure richness, the sur-
vey limiting magnitude, and the structure redshift);
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Fig. 5. Asymmetry versus Concentration of galaxies in Structures 1,
9 and 11. The solid line symbolizes the separation between early and
late morphological types. Filled circles are the galaxies inside the con-
sidered structure; the circled filled circle is the brightest galaxy of the
structure and dots are all the field galaxies along the CDFS line of
sight.

– the galaxy sampling rate in the survey inside the structure
region.

Using simulated cones (Rizzo et al. 2004) with richness-,
redshift-, and position-controled clusters inside, we were able,
also using the VVDS SSPOC tool (Bottini et al. 2005), to com-
pute numbers of targeted galaxies theoretically present down

Table 3. Number of expected measured galaxies in clusters with var-
ious velocity dispersions as a function of the Global Sampling Rate
(GSR). Values are given for z = 0.73 and z = 1.10.

z GSR 400 km s−1 600 km s−1 900 km s−1

0.73 12% 12 12 12

0.73 23% 20 23 23

0.73 33% 30 30 30

0.73 43% 35 43 48

1.10 12% 2 7 6

1.10 23% 5 11 10

1.10 33% 9 13 17

1.10 43% 16 15 22

to I = 24 in our detected structures given their redshift, veloc-
ity dispersion, and position in the field (that give the sampling
rate). Results are shown in Table 3. This allowed us to deter-
mine, for the most interesting structures, if the populations we
detected were reasonably rich.

4. Detected structures

4.1. The z ∼ 0.73 wall

When applying our spectroscopic structure detection algo-
rithm, we tuned the parameters to detect compact cluster-
like structures. We detected with these parameters a wall at
z = 0.735 already detected by Gilli et al. (2003), extend-
ing across the whole field of view covered with spectroscopic
redshifts (about 9 Mpc), with a velocity dispersion as low as
665±116 km s−1 and sampled with 145 galaxies. This structure
is as compact in redshift as a cluster of galaxies and as extended
on the sky as a supercluster of galaxies. Such a structure could
also be interpreted as a collapsing sphere of comoving radius
of a few Mpc, producing a velocity dispersion close to the one
observed. In order to check this point, we used the whole field
of view with available photometric redshifts (not only spectro-
scopic redshifts). This field is 1.9 larger in alpha and 1.4 times
larger in delta, covering about 15 Mpc. Figure 6 shows that
the z = 0.73 structure is still very significantly visible outside
of the spectroscopic area. This leads us to conclude that this
structure is probably too large to be a simple collapsing sphere
and is really a wall.

We note that using the Rostat package (Beers et al. 1990),
we detect 9 significant empty redshift gaps inside the redshift
distribution of the z = 0.735 wall. This, added to the facts that
there is no extended X-ray emission across the whole field of
view and that there is no visible red sequence in the CMR (see
Figs. 8 and 9), shows that this structure is not virialized. The
galaxy velocity dispersion does, therefore, not have to be taken
as a measure of the mass of the system.

One region of the wall is particularly interesting, as we
clearly see the presence of a more compact object in the cen-
ter (see Fig. 7). This structure is also an extended X-ray source
(XID 566 in Giacconi et al. 2002).
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Fig. 6. Histograms of photometric redshifts around the z = 0.73 wall.
Dashed line: inside the spectroscopic area. Solid line: outside the spec-
troscopic area and inside the photometric redshift area.

In order to study the structure of the wall more carefully, we
applied the Serna-Gerbal method (Serna & Gerbal 1996). This
method allows the detection of substructures in galaxy clusters,
estimating the link energy between galaxies of a compact struc-
ture. We detected 5 significant substructures inside Structure 11
(see Table 5). These structures appear both in galaxy den-
sity maps and galaxy color maps (for Structures 11-1, 11-2,
and 11-4) computed using photometric redshifts.

The largest one is identified with the central group and as-
sociated with the extended X-ray source (XID 566). Sampled
with 10 redshifts, this structure (Structure 11-1) has a velocity
dispersion of 455±161 km s−1 that is typical of a low mass clus-
ter of galaxies (or a quite massive group). The Rostat package
does not detect any significant empty redshift gap in the red-
shift distribution of the galaxies inside this structure. However,
given the sampling rate at the place where this structure is de-
tected and the redshift of this structure, we computed through
simulations that such a ∼450 km s−1 structure should be sam-
pled with 20−30 objects. This is an indication that the velocity
dispersion of structure 11-1 is probably overestimated. From
the bolometric luminosity of 0.11× 1043 erg/s for this structure
as computed from Giacconi et al. (2002) data, we can derive an
independent estimate of the mass. Following for example Jones
et al. (2003), this is typical of a normal group with velocity dis-
persions around 200−300 km s−1.

The galaxy content of this structure is essentially made of
early type galaxies from morphological estimates (see Fig. 5).
This content is very different from the field galaxy content,
with a couple of central galaxies probably in a merging pro-
cess (Fig. 13 of Giacconi et al. 2002). We used only these early
type galaxies (from morphological estimates) to define the red
sequence in the CMR in Figs. 8 and 9.

The red sequence in the CMR is well defined for
Structure 11-1 (see Figs. 8 and 9), and the galaxy distribution
in the color/magnitude space is different from the field at the
99% level using both V/V − R and R/R − I. The red sequence
for Structure 11-1 also has the correct position for z = 0.735
(see Table 2). All these arguments concur to show that we have

Fig. 7. HST I image of Structure 11-1 at z = 0.73 with galaxies associ-
ated to the structure (small circles) and the X-ray source (large circle).
Size of the image is 5.1′ × 3.4′.

Fig. 8. Top: color Magnitude Relation (CMR) for Structure 11. X-axes
are the V magnitudes and y-axes are the V − R colors. Dots are
field galaxies with measured spectroscopic redshift. Structure 11 (the
z = 0.735 wall) is shown as open circles while the central group
(Structure 11-1) is shown as filled circles. Bottom: redshift histogram
with a step of 300 km s−1 (dashed histogram is Structure 11-1).

detected a low mass and relatively old structure lying in the
core of the z = 0.735 wall.

The 4 other substructures (Structures 11-2, 11-3, 11-4,
and 11-5) are sampled by 5 or 6 redshifts without extended
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 with R/R − I CMR and for Structure 11.

X-ray counterparts. The corrected velocity dispersions of these
structures range from 150 to 500 km s−1 but are typical of
non-virialized groups of galaxies, given the abscence of X-ray
emission (see Table 5). In Fig. 12 these groups appear to
be preferentially constituted of red (and probably early type)
galaxies. This map has to be compared with Fig. 11 show-
ing early type galaxies from the morphological classification.
At least for Structure 11-1, early type galaxies and red galax-
ies trace this same central structure. Other structures inside
the wall are not traced very well by morphologicaly classified
galaxies, but this is due to the fact that HST ACS data do not
cover the corner edges of the CDFS field.

We computed an adaptative kernel 2D map of the z ∼ 0.735
wall galaxy density following the same recipe as described for
example in Adami et al. (1998b) (see Fig. 13) and first using
only galaxies with a measured redshift. Triangles are the galax-
ies. Shaded areas are the places where the galaxy density esti-
mate is significant at the 3-σ level (from 1000 bootstrap resam-
plings), i.e. where the galaxy overdensity is significant. This
map is very similar to Fig. 12 (on a slightly larger area). All
structures are present in both maps, except for the West struc-
tures that are not visible with spectroscopy due to low galaxy
sampling rate. The central group appears, for example, clearly
in both maps (Structure 11-1). Instead of a continuous wall,
we detect using spectroscopy several other galaxy concentra-
tions roughly aligned from South West to North East. Is it due
to inhomogeneous redshift sampling? The map computed with
photometric redshifts (and therefore a ∼100% sampling rate)
shows, for example, a clear galaxy concentration (at coordi-
nates −27.84, 52.96), where we did not detect any structure us-
ing spectroscopic redshifts. This was clearly due to the low red-
shift sampling rate. This structure is not aligned with a South
West−North East direction.

The z = 0.735 wall therefore appears as a central core
(the detected central group) surrounded by a relatively isotropic
large accretion area. Such central structures could be the pro-
genitors of the most massive of nearby clusters.

Fig. 10. Dots: from spectroscopy, all galaxies inside the z ∼ 0.735
wall (Structure 11). Circled dots: main dynamical group. Squares, tri-
angles, and crosses: additional dynamically linked groups.

Fig. 11. Dots: all galaxies inside the z ∼ 0.735 wall (Structure 11).
Filled circles: early type galaxies from morphological classification.

4.2. A massive structure at z ∼ 1.10

This structure at z = 1.098 is spatially compact (the smallest in
our sample) with an intermediate velocity dispersion of 373 ±
131 km s−1 computed using 12 redshifts. This source is not
detected as extended by Giacconi et al. (2002), but 2 sources
classified as punctual (but with possibly extended shapes) are
clearly identified with this structure (XID87 and 51). The
XID51 source does not seem to have a thermal spectrum, while
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Fig. 12. Adaptative kernel density contours of the z = 0.735 wall from
photometric redshifts. East is to the right and north to the top. Top:
galaxies with B − R = [1.5; 2] are overplotted. Middle: galaxies with
B−R greater than 2 are overplotted. Bottom: 2D spectroscopic redshift
sampling rate: the darker the color code, the higher the sampling rate;
the lighter the color code, the lower the sampling rate. The sampling
rate typically varies from 15 to 30%.

the XID87 is possibly thermal according to its soft and hard
X-ray flux given in Giacconi et al. (2002). The bolometric lu-
minosity for XID87 when assuming such a thermal spectrum is
0.37× 1043 erg/s. This is typical of a massive group (e.g. Jones
et al. 2003) with an X-ray temperature of 1 or 2 keV, which is
in good agreement with the velocity dispersion estimate.

This structure (see Fig. 14) is clearly bimodal and has a
complex redshift histogram. The Rostat package detects one
significant gap in the redshift histogram. Removing galaxies
of the southern blob (difference of 0.0013 in redshift between
the southern blob and the main structure) removes this gap
but does not change the velocity dispersion significantly. We
should sample a ∼400 km s−1 structure with 5 to 9 galaxies at
z ∼ 1.1 with the sampling rate we have. This is fully consis-
tent with the actually detected number of galaxies (8 galaxies
if removing the southern blob).

Even if the CMR of Structure 15 does not show any clear
red sequence, the galaxy distribution in the color/magnitude di-
agram is different from the field (at the 94% level). Moreover,
the brightest galaxy of the structure is classified as early type
using photometric classification and it has both emission and
absorption lines.

Regarding global galaxy content, the use of spectral fea-
tures shows that we have 2 times more pure absorption line
galaxies compared to the field and 2 times less pure emis-
sion line galaxies. Using photometric types shows, however,
a galaxy content close to the field.

With galaxy density maps (with photometric redshifts), we
see a galaxy overdensity close to the position of Structure 15.
This overdensity also appears in a color map, showing in an
other way that galaxies around z = 1.1 are redder at this place.
We are probably seeing a future massive cluster in its formation
stage, already with a noticeable mass that is typical of a massive
group.

4.3. Other detected compact structures

The characteristics of other detected structures are listed in
Table 4. These all appear to be poor structures, and some of
them could be fake detections. These structures have veloc-
ity dispersions ranging from 150 to 500 km s−1 and do not
have associated X-ray emission from Giacconi et al. (2002).
The number of galaxies detected in these structures is less than
10 except for Structure 2. This one has a velocity dispersion
of 467 ± 196 km s−1 (typical of a cluster of galaxies) without
any significant gaps in the redshift histogram. However, there
is no X-ray extended counterpart, raising doubts on the veloc-
ity dispersion estimate, which is probably overestimated. This
structure does not appear proeminent in the color maps.

We note that all these structures are compact in redshift
space, and no gap was detected by ROSTAT (Beers et al. 1990).

4.4. Structure of the wall at z ∼ 0.66

Already detected by Gilli et al. (2003), this wall (Structure 9)
is much less compact compared to the z = 0.735 one, and it
is embedding Structure 9-1. To detect it as a whole, we had
to relax the parameters of the spectroscopic method to allow
detection of larger and diffuse structures. The structure was
sampled with 66 redshifts and the global velocity dispersion
is 1269 ± 181 km s−1 with 10 significant empty redshift gaps
detected by the ROSTAT package (Beers et al. 1990). This
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Fig. 13. Isocontours of the galaxy (with a measured redshift) density across our CDFS field of view and inside the z = 0.735 wall. Alpha and
Delta coordinates are given. Triangles are the individual galaxies with a redshift inside the z = 0.735 wall. Shaded areas are the areas where the
galaxy density estimate is significant at the 3-σ level.

Fig. 14. HST I image of Structure 15 with galaxies associated to the
structure (small circles) and the two X-ray sources (large circles). Size
of the image is 3.7′ × 2.8′.

structure has no extended X-ray emission detected by Giacconi
et al. (2002). This is, therefore, not a virialized structure.

A remarkably more compact structure (Structure 9-1) was
detected inside this wall. This was the only compact structure

detected in this wall, Structure 10 being perhaps an infalling
group on the wall. Sampled well with 11 redshifts, Structure
9-1 has a filamentary structure (see Fig. 15) and a velocity dis-
persion of 344 ± 171 km s−1. This would be typical of a group
of galaxies; however, we have no firm indication of a possi-
ble X-ray emission, because this source is just at the limit of
the area covered by the Chandra data of Giacconi et al. (2002).
However, these data show an X-ray source (J033219.5-275406,
XID 249 in Giacconi et al. 2002) corresponding to a bright
galaxy close to Structure 9-1. This X-ray source has a hard
spectrum typical of an AGN and also has a radio counterpart:
NVSS J033219-275406. This optical counterpart object is lo-
cated at the end of the filament designed by Structure 9-1. We
do not have any spectroscopic redshift for this object. However,
when computing a photometric redshift, the best fit is obtained
for a QSO template, that supports its classification as an ac-
tive object. There is two solutions in redshift: 0.28 and 0.70
(see Fig. 16). The redshift of this object is determined by an
emission enhancement around 8250A. Associating Hα with
this emission will give z = 0.28, and associating Hβ will
give z = 0.70, in agreement with the Structure 9-1 redshift.

The galaxies detected in Structure 9-1 both have emis-
sion and absorption lines and are classified as late type galax-
ies using photometric and morphological types. The CMR
of Structure 9-1 also appear poorly defined. This structure
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Table 4. Structures detected with coordinates (if not extended over the whole field of view), mean redshift, velocity dispersion (km s−1: vd) and
its 1-σ error, number of galaxies with a redshift belonging to the structure, physical size (kpc), X-ray id from Giacconi et al. (2002), Kolmogorov
Smirnov percentage (KS1) with the considered color−magnitude space, Kolmogorov Smirnov percentage (KS2) within the A/C space (when
more than 5 galaxies provided such a classification), and Class following Sect. 5.

Id alpha delta z vd Error N size Xid Giacconi KS1 KS2 Class

km s−1 km s−1 kpc

1 03 32 35.2 –27 45 11.9 0.215 467 196 11 699 – 99% B/B − V 11% 3

2 03 32 14.5 –27 48 39.2 0.227 265 89 5 658 – 41% B/B − V 7% 4

3 03 32 32.1 –27 42 08.4 0.312 509 345 5 620 – 97% B/B − V 3

4 03 32 11.0 –27 41 49.8 0.420 376 259 7 608 – 93% B/B − V 3

5 03 32 07.6 –27 44 09.0 0.544 384 127 5 700 – 64% V/V − R 45% 4

6 03 32 01.2 –27 45 19.2 0.576 312 97 5 677 – 96% V/V − R 4

7 03 32 29.1 –27 55 55.9 0.619 340 148 9 1314 – 96% V/V − R 3

8 03 31 55.4 –27 41 51.9 0.621 398 125 5 702 out of field 70% V/V − R 4

9 0.660 1269 181 66 ∼8000 – 85% V/V − R 9% Wall

10 03 32 28.8 –27 52 46.8 0.681 320 82 5 639 – 69% V/V − R 12% 3

11 0.735 665 116 145 ∼9000 – 99% R/R − I 6% Wall

12 03 32 17.6 –27 42 48.4 0.978 280 145 6 618 – 38% R/R − I 4

13 03 32 29.7 –27 43 01.0 1.036 329 289 7 1147 – 71% R/R − I 3

14 03 32 16.6 –27 51 51.9 1.044 154 84 7 731 – 77% R/R − I 3

15 03 32 14.7 –27 52 58.7 1.098 373 131 12 440 87 and 51 94% R/R − I 1

16 03 32 19.8 –27 46 23.52 1.221 161 149 6 791 – 53%R/R − I 3

17 03 32 22.3 –27 45 14.7 1.306 224 100 5 866 – 57% R/R − I 3

Fig. 15. HST I image of Structure 9-1 with galaxies associated to the
structure (small circles) and the two X-ray sources (larges circles).
Image size is 5.5′ × 3.3′.

has 1.5 more emission line galaxies than the field at the same
redshift and also the same number of absorption line galaxies.
The same tendency is visible using photometric and morpho-
logical types. The galaxy content of this structure is therefore
quite late and similar to the field. Using morphological types,
Structure 9-1 galaxy content is different from the field galaxy
content in the A/C diagram only at the 56% level. Moreover,
Structure 9-1 presents an interesting chain morphology as it is
very different from the axisymmetric usual cluster/group shape.
Finally, this structure is not detectable in galaxy density or
color maps (using photometric redshifts).

The structure we have detected seems to be a peculiar case,
quite similar to the highly anisotropic compact and moderately
massive structures proposed by West (1994) which are possibly
the progenitors of the giant nearby elliptical galaxies or of the
nearby fossil groups (e.g. Jones et al. 2003).

5. Discussion and conclusions

We detected 17 compact structures (Structure 11 is a compact
wall split in 5 smaller structures: see Table 5) and 1 more dif-
fuse wall, including one of the compact structures. These struc-
tures are distributed all across the CDFS field of view and have
redshifts in generally good agreement with the redshift peaks
of the histogram of all galaxies along the CDFS line of sight
(Fig. 17).

We detected a chain-like structure embedded in a quite dif-
fuse wall at z = 0.66 (structure 9-1) showing signs of ongoing
collapse and perhaps similar to the progenitors of giant nearby
elliptical galaxies.

We also detected a dense wall at z ∼ 0.735 which is very
compact in redshift space and extends across the whole field of
view. The existence of such extended and compact structures
in redshift space is remarkable, as the thickness of the structure
in redshift space is very small for a non-virialized structure.
However, as outlined for example by Kaiser (1987), such struc-
tures probably have a strongly anisotropic clustering pattern.
This results in a compression of the structure along the line of
sight, making these structures appear thinner in redshift space
than in real space, while in more massive and dense virialized
structures such as clusters of galaxies, the effect is reversed,
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Table 5. Structures detected inside the z = 0.66 and z = 0.735 walls. Same label as Table 4.

Id alpha delta z vd Error N size Xid Giacconi KS1 KS2 Class

km s−1 km s−1 kpc

9-1 03 32 32.8 –27 59 08.5 0.660 344 171 11 723 641 64% V/V − R 56% 2

11-1 03 32 20.7 –27 46 05.7 0.736 455 161 10 941 566 99% V/V − R 99% 1

11-2 03 31 55.9 –27 54 35.2 0.736 496 132 5 659 – 42% V/V − R 3

11-3 03 32 27.5 –27 41 18.0 0.734 157 53 6 376 – 11% V/V − R 3

11-4 03 32 51.8 –27 42 55.0 0.732 315 63 6 800 – 85% V/V − R 3

11-5 03 32 54.4 –27 54 22.6 0.736 399 143 5 800 – 59% V/V − R 3

Fig. 16. Qso synthetic template fitted over Combo17 magnitudes for
J033219.5-275406. The solid curve is the z = 0.28 solution and the
dashed curve is the z = 0.70 solution.

forming the well known “fingers of god”. This structure is in-
terpreted as a central core (Structure 11-1) and an accretion
area composed of several bodies.

Among the structures we detected, we distinguish 4 classes:

– 2 are real groups of galaxies (class 1): Structures 11-1
and 15;

– 1 is a partially evolved and low mass structure of galaxies
(class 2): Structure 9;

– 12 are proto-clusters/groups of galaxies (class 3):
Structures 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11-2, 11-3, 11-4, 11-5, 13,
14, 16, and 17;

– 5 are in very early formation stage or are fake structures of
galaxies (class 4): Structures 2, 5, 6, 8, and 12.

Several arguments have already been discussed to check the
“reality” of these detected structures. In addition, we can dis-
cuss the redshift distribution of the identified structures statis-
tically. The more relaxed a real structure is, the more Gaussian
the structure galaxy redshift distribution will appear. Due to
small numbers inside every individual group, we built syn-
thetic distributions by rescaling the redshift distributions of
each structure: each redshift was scaled using the mean redshift

Fig. 17. Redshift histogram of the galaxies along the CDFS line of
sight. The redshift location of the detected structures are shown as
arrows.

and the velocity dispersion of the structure (see also Adami
et al. 1998b). We defined 3 subsamples: class 1 and 2 structures
(50 galaxies), class 3 structures (67 galaxies) and class 4 struc-
tures (20 galaxies). First, using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, we
looked for differences between the normalized redshift distri-
butions comparing each of them to the other two. Class 1+2
and class 3 sub-samples will only differ at the 77% level
(not very significant), while the class 4 sub-sample differs at
the 99% level from class 1+2 and from class 3 sub-samples.
Moreover, fitting a Gaussian to class 1+2 and class 3 sub-
samples gives a reasonable agreement, while it clearly fails for
class 4 sub-sample. Therefore, a class 4 sub-sample is possibly
constituted of, at least partly, fake structures.

The majority of the detected structures have a poorly de-
fined red sequence in the CMR, but significantly different from
the field galaxy population. In the hierarchical scenario, one
would expect less evolved structures with increasing redshift,
with the distant ones more similar to field galaxies in the color-
magnitude diagram; but the following selection bias has to be
taken into account: richer structures are preferentially detected
with increasing redshift.

We also note that the structures detected at z ≥ 0.9 have a
lower velocity dispersion compared to the lower redshift sam-
ple: 254 km s−1 versus 370 km s−1. Expressed in other terms
the mean velocity dispersion of the z ≤ 0.9 structures is equal
to the maximal velocity dispersion of the z ≥ 0.9 structures.
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This would be consistent with the fact that we expect less and
less massive structures as the redshift is increasing (e.g. Evrard
et al. 2002). We also expect, however, to detect more and more
young structures with increasing redshift, having, therefore, an
artificially increased velocity dispersion. This would imply an
even stronger amplitude in our observed velocity dispersion de-
crease with redshift.

Our sample field of view is by far too small to effi-
ciently constrain cosmological models using structure counts.
However, it is interesting to note that recent cosmological
simulations (e.g. Evrard et al. 2002) predict numbers for
LCDM models in good agreement with our detections. Evrard
et al. (2002) predict, for example, between 1 and 4 structures
more massive than 5 × 1013 solar mass in our field of view
(a τCDM model would predict 0 following Evrard et al.). Using
for example Girardi et al. (2002), such a mass is typical of
Structure 15, the only such one in our sample at z greater than 1.
Similarly, Evrard et al. (2002) predict no cluster at all that is
more massive than 3 × 1014 solar mass in our field of view
at z greater than 1, and we too detect no such clusters. Similar
analyses will have, however, to be performed on larger areas,
in order to give a reliable answer.
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